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Abstract
It is well known that σ -models with symmetric target spaces are classically integrable. With the exam-
ple of the model with target space the flag manifold U(3)
U(1)3 – a non-symmetric space – we show that the 
introduction of torsion allows to cast the equations of motion in the form of a zero-curvature condition for 
a one-parameter family of connections, which can be a sign of integrability of the theory. We also elaborate 
on geometric aspects of the proposed model.
© 2015 The Author. Published by Elsevier B.V. This is an open access article under the CC BY license 
(http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/). Funded by SCOAP3.
1. The setup
A σ -model is a two-dimensional field theory describing maps X :  →M from a worldsheet 
 to a target space M. Here we will assume that  = R2 is endowed with Euclidean metric, 
and that the target space is a homogeneous space, M = G
H
, equipped with a metric g. The most 
crucial ingredient, however, is the torsion tensor T αβγ [1], which is restricted by the following 
crucial condition: the tensor Tαβγ := gαμ T μβγ with all lower indices is totally antisymmetric 
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that the cohomology class of T is trivial: [T ] = 0 ∈ H 3(M, R). For this reason there exists 
a 2-form λ, such that T = dλ. Clearly, λ is defined up to an addition of a closed 2-form. We 
therefore assume a particular choice of λ. The action of the σ -model is then given by
S =
∫

d2x ‖∂X‖2g +
∫

X∗λ (1)
We assume as well that the fields X obey suitable decay conditions at infinity, so that the addition 
of an exact two-form to λ does not alter the value of the action. In this case the λ’s form an affine 
space, whose associated vector space is H 2(M, R). Note that λ is a Kalb–Ramond field and 
it is not purely topological, if the torsion is nonzero. Therefore it makes a contribution to the 
equations of motion and, as we will see, in some special cases the resulting equations exhibit 
integrable properties.
2. The flag manifold
Manifolds possessing the properties described above do exist, and in this paper we will elab-
orate on the example of M= U(3)
U(1)3 :=F3 – the flag manifold. It can be viewed geometrically 
as the space of all ordered triples of orthonormal vectors in C3, u1, u2, u3, ui ◦ u¯j = δij , each 
defined up to multiplication by phase. Henceforth the completeness relation is used ubiquitously 
(I3 is the 3 × 3 identity matrix):
u¯1 ⊗ u1 + u¯2 ⊗ u2 + u¯3 ⊗ u3 = I3 . (2)
2.1. Topological terms
As discussed above, the space of possible λ’s entering the action (1) is parametrized by 
H 2(F3, R). As shown in [2], this cohomology group can be described rather directly if one 
notes that there exists a Lagrangian embedding
i :F3 ↪→CP2 ×CP2 ×CP2 (3)
(with the product symplectic structure in the r.h.s.). The pull-backs of the three Fubini–Study 
forms of the CP2’s, i.e. i∗(˜(k)FS ), k = 1, 2, 3, generate H 2(F3, R). However, due to the fact 
that the embedding i is Lagrangian, there is a relation 
3∑
i=1
i∗(˜(k)FS ) = 0, so that H 2(F3, R) =R2. 
Therefore in general λ depends on two parameters, which characterize the truly topological terms 
in the action.
2.2. Invariant metrics and forms
The U(3)-invariant tensors on F3, including the invariant metrics, can be constructed from 
the following invariant 1-forms:
Jij := ui ◦ du¯j . (4)
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follows: uk → eiαk(x) uk . Clearly, the nondiagonal forms Jij , i = j , transform in ‘bifundamen-
tal’ representations, Jij → ei(αi−αj ) Jij , whereas the diagonal ones transform as connections, 
Jkk → Jkk − i dαk .
The important difference between symmetric spaces and non-symmetric ones is that the latter 
may possess a whole family of invariant metrics. Indeed, in the case at hand the general invariant 
metric can be written as
ds2 =
∑
i =j
Cij |Jij |2, (5)
with CT = C and Cij > 0. Thus, we see that there are three parameters in the metric, 
C12, C13, C23. Additional requirements on the metric may reduce arbitrariness in the choice if 
these parameters. For example, if one insists that the metric be Einstein, there are four possible 
choices [3] (up to scaling):
• (C12, C13, C23) = (1, 1, 2), and permutations thereof. The resulting metrics are Kähler–
Einstein.
• (C12, C13, C23) = (1, 1, 1). In this case the metric is Einstein but not Kähler.
All of these metrics will be relevant for the foregoing discussion, but at the moment we wish 
to make a few remarks regarding the latter one, since the σ -models introduced below will be 
based on it. First of all, this metric is inherited from the bi-invariant metric on SU(3), so that 
the flag manifold equipped with this metric is a naturally reductive homogeneous space (see [4]
for definition). Moreover, in this case it is a nearly Kähler manifold (see Section 4.4 below). 
Interestingly, it is precisely this metric that arose via the so-called Haldane limit of a spin chain 
in [2].
For the case of the flag manifold the most general ‘pre-torsion’ two-form λ (dλ = T ), which 
incorporates information about the torsion and topological terms of the σ -model, can be built 
explicitly, using the forms (4). We construct the gauge-invariant (i.e. U(1)3-invariant) real two-
forms
ωkj := iJkj ∧ Jjk = −iJkj ∧ J¯kj (6)
Note that ωjk = −ωkj , so that there are only three of them. λ is built as a linear combination of 
these:
λ = 1
2π
∑
i<j
Bij ωij , (7)
with arbitrary coefficients Bij , BT = −B . We will see, however, that the requirement of integra-
bility imposes a restriction on Bij .
3. The models
The discussion above may be summarized by the following action:
S = 1
4π
∫
d2x
∑(
− (Jkj )μ (Jjk)μ + i Bkj μν(Jkj )μ (Jjk)ν
)
(8)k =j
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sheet, X∗(Jjk). By construction, the action is U(3)-invariant, so there exists a Noether current 
K associated to this symmetry:
K =
∑
k =j
(
Jjk − i Bkj ∗ Jjk
)
u¯j ⊗ uk (9)
Note that K† = −K , and the star is defined by (∗J )α := αβ Jβ . Current conservation, d ∗K = 0, 
is equivalent to the e.o.m. of the model. In order for the model to be classically integrable, the 
current K , if viewed as a connection, should be flat [5]: dK −K ∧K = 0. When this holds, one 
can construct a one-parametric family of flat connections A (which ensures the compatibility of 
an associated Lax pair):
A = 1 + α
2
K + β
2
∗K, α2 + β2 = 1 (10)
Our main statement is as follows: the connection/current K is flat when Bkj satisfy the fol-
lowing equations:
B2kj = 1 (k = j) ,
1 +B12B23 −B13B12 −B13B23 = 0 . (11)
The solutions are easily counted:
(123) (132) (312) (321) (231) (213)
B12 1 1 1 −1 −1 −1
B13 1 1 −1 −1 −1 1
B23 1 −1 −1 −1 1 1
The top line of the table indicates that the solutions are in one-to-one correspondence with the 
elements of the permutation group S3. Any ‘integrable’ λ-term may be obtained from any other 
by permuting the three lines of the flag.
A minor reservation is in order. The coefficients Bij have to be as in the table above for the 
current K defined by (9) to be flat. However, one is still free to add topological terms to the 
Lagrangian, i.e. closed combinations of the forms ωij . Such terms formally make contributions 
δK to the Noether current of the form δK = ∗dM , where M is a local function of the fields. 
Therefore δK is conserved regardless of the e.o.m. As such, it may safely be omitted from the 
Noether current, since otherwise it would ruin its flatness. To summarize, additional topologi-
cal terms ω12 + ω13, ω13 + ω23 (and linear combinations thereof) may be introduced, but their 
contributions should not be taken into account in K .
To prove that K is flat we rewrite the current (9) in simpler form, forming a matrix g out of 
the three vectors ui , i.e. (ui)s ≡ gis, (u¯j )p ≡ (g†)pj . Then
K = g† ◦
⎛
⎜⎝
0 P+12 J12 P
+
13 J13
P−12 J21 0 P
+
23 J23
P−13 J31 P
−
23 J32 0
⎞
⎟⎠
︸ ︷︷ ︸
:=S
◦ g , (12)
where P±mn := 1 ± i Bmn ∗ satisfy (P±mn)2 = 2 P±mn.
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a matrix with components Jij ). The current conservation condition d ∗ K = 0 and the flatness 
condition dK −K ∧K = 0 may then be reformulated respectively as
d ∗ S + {J,∗S} = 0
dS + {J,S} − S ∧ S = 0
One can check directly that these two equations are equivalent for the matrix S above, if the 
conditions (11) are fulfilled. In the course of the calculation the following relations are useful: 
∗2 = −1, (∗a) ∧ b = −a ∧ (∗b).
For the moment let us focus on the case B12 = B13 = B23 = 1. Upon the introduction of the 
complex coordinate z := x1 + i x2 the Lagrangian of (8) can be written in a much more compact 
form:
L= (u1 ◦ ∂z¯u¯2) (u¯1 ◦ ∂zu2)+ (u1 ◦ ∂z¯u¯3) (u¯1 ◦ ∂zu3)+ (u2 ◦ ∂z¯u¯3) (u¯2 ◦ ∂zu3) (13)
This is a direct generalization of the Lagrangian for the target space CP1 = U(2)
U(1)2 , which can be 
written as
LCP1 = (u1 ◦ ∂z¯u¯2) (u¯1 ◦ ∂zu2) . (14)
An important fact is that in the Lagrangian (13) the complex structure on the worldsheet is cor-
related with the complex structure in the space (u(1)3)⊥ ⊂ u(3) – the space of anti-Hermitian 
off-diagonal matrices. For example, in (13) there is a term (u1 ◦ ∂z¯u¯2) (u¯1 ◦ ∂zu2) but no counter-
part with z ↔ z¯. In Section 4.1 we will see that the models defined by the action (8) with different 
values of Bkj are in fact related to the choice of complex structure on the flag manifold F3.
3.1. Local conserved charges
It is well known that integrability requires, a la Liouville, the existence of an infinite number 
of commuting conserved charges. Therefore a graphic way of checking the integrability of the 
model is to directly build an infinite sequence of conserved charges using the equations of motion, 
i.e. the current conservation equation d ∗ S + {J, ∗S} = 0. It reduces to the following equations 
for the components Jij :
D[(1 − i∗)J21] = 0, D[(1 − i∗)J32] = 0, (15)
D[(1 − i∗)J31] + 2J32 ∧ J21 = 0 (16)
and their complex conjugates. Here D is the covariant derivative for the group U(1)3, i.e.
DJkj := dJkj + (Jkk − Jjj )∧ Jkj . (17)
It turns out that the equation (16) can be transformed in a rather remarkable way, if one uses the 
relation (2):
J32 ∧ J21 = −du3 ◦ u¯2 ∧ u2︸ ︷︷ ︸
=I3−u¯1⊗u1−u¯3⊗u3
◦ du¯1 = −DJ31 (18)
Therefore the e.o.m. above can be rewritten in a much more symmetric form:
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D[(1 + i∗)J31] = 0, D[(1 + i∗)J12] = 0,
D[(1 + i∗)J23] = 0, D[(1 − i∗)J13] = 0.
Noting that (1 − i∗)J = (J1 − iJ2) d(x1 + ix2) := Jz dz, we can derive from the above equations 
the holomorphic conservation law:
∂z¯ ((J13)z(J32)z(J21)z) = 0 (19)
The gauge-invariant quantity H := (J13)z(J32)z(J21)z generates an infinite number of conserva-
tion laws, since ∂z¯(Hn) = 0 for n = 1, 2, . . . . Note that the σ -model described by the Lagrangian 
(8) has the energy–momentum tensor
Tzz = (J12)z (J21)z + (J13)z (J31)z + (J23)z (J32)z, (20)
which is holomorphic as well: ∂z¯Tzz = 0 (to check this one needs to rewrite some of the e.o.m. 
in the ‘elongated’ form (16)). However, H is a holomorphic current that is independent of the 
energy-momentum tensor and hence not directly related to the classical conformal invariance of 
the theory.
4. Geometry of the flag manifold
In this section we will try to understand certain aspects of the action (8) and, in particular, the 
variety of the allowed values of Bmn summarized in the table above. To this end, certain facts 
about complex structures on the flag manifold will be of importance to us.
4.1. Complex structures
The most fundamental fact is that there are 8 invariant almost complex structures on F3. 
Rather concretely, they may be defined as follows: pick the three basic 1-forms J12, J13, J23 and 
postulate that each of these is either holomorphic or antiholomorphic. Then pick a basis of the 
chosen holomorphic 1-forms Jk , where k can stand for 12, 13, 23 or their conjugates. In order 
for the almost complex structure to be integrable, the holomorphic 1-forms should constitute a 
differential ideal, i.e. dJk =∑
m
akm ∧ Jm for some coefficient 1-forms akm. Using the identity 
dJij = − ∑ Jik ∧ Jkj , one finds that differential ideals are formed by the following triples of 
1-forms (plus the conjugate ones):
• I1 = {J12, J13, J23}
• I2 = {J12, J31, J32}
• I3 = {J21, J31, J23}
On the contrary, the almost complex structure defined by {J12, J31, J23} (and the conjugate 
one) is not integrable. Looking at the action (13), which corresponds to the choice B12 = B13 =
B23 = 1, one realizes that the absolute minima of the action correspond to I1-holomorphic
curves:
u1 ◦ ∂z¯u¯2 = 0, u1 ◦ ∂z¯u¯3 = 0, u2 ◦ ∂z¯u¯3 = 0 (21)
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B13 = −1, B23 = 1 leads to I3-holomorphic curves as minima of the action. We now claim 
that the three actions differ by topological terms, which in any given topological sector are field-
independent constants. This has important consequences for the existence of holomorphic curves. 
Furthermore, this implies that the e.o.m. of the three models are the same.
4.2. I1, I2, I3-holomorphic curves
In order to prove the claim that we have made concerning the actions (8) with different values 
of B’s we note that the exterior derivative of the Kalb–Ramond form λ = i2π (B12 J12 ∧ J21 +
B13 J13 ∧ J31 +B23 J23 ∧ J32) is
dλ = i
2π
(B23 +B12 −B13) (J21 ∧ J13 ∧ J32 − c.c.) (22)
In particular, it is the same for the B’s in the 1, 3, 5 and 2, 4, 6 columns of the table above. This 
means that the corresponding Kalb–Ramond forms differ by closed, i.e. topological, 2-forms. 
Let us check this explicitly. Denoting the Kalb–Ramond form corresponding to the values of B
in the k-th column of the table as λ(k), we find:
λ(1) − λ(3) = 2(3)FS
λ(3) − λ(5) = 2(2)FS
λ(5) − λ(1) = 2(1)FS
Here (p)FS = i∗(˜(p)FS ), where i is the embedding (3), the Fubini–Study form ˜FS is
˜FS = i2π (du∧ ◦du¯− (du ◦ u¯)∧ (du¯ ◦ u))
and 
3∑
p=1

(p)
FS = 0. We will denote by np ∈ Z the integral of the pull-back of the corresponding 
Fubini–Study form over the worldsheet, i.e. np =
∫


(p)
FS . These are subject to the condition 
3∑
p=1
np = 0. Therefore for the difference in the actions, corresponding to the Kalb–Ramond 
forms λ(k), which we analogously call S(k), we obtain:
S(1) − S(3) = 2n3
S(3) − S(5) = 2n2
S(5) − S(1) = 2n1
Now, suppose there exists an I1-holomorphic curve. In this case S(1) = 0. On the other hand, all 
of the actions are nonnegative: S(k) ≥ 0, so we obtain the necessary condition:
I1 : n1 ≥ 0, n3 ≤ 0 (23)
Analogously the I2 and I3-holomorphic curves require
I2 : n2 ≤ 0, n3 ≥ 0 (24)
I3 : n1 ≤ 0, n2 ≥ 0 (25)
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It follows that generically a curve with given topological numbers can only be holomorphic 
in one of the complex structures (see Fig. 1). The only exception is when one of the numbers np
vanishes. Assume for the moment that n3 = 0 and we are dealing with a I1-holomorphic curve. 
Writing out explicitly the definition of n3,
n3 = i2π
∫ (
J13 ∧ J31 + J23 ∧ J32
)
=
= i
2π
∫ (
(J13)z(J31)z¯ − (J31)z(J13)z¯ + (J23)z(J32)z¯ − (J32)z(J23)z¯
)
dz ∧ dz¯ ,
and recalling that for a I1-holomorphic curve (J13)z¯ = (J23)z¯ = 0, we see that n3 = 0 implies 
(J13)z = (J23)z = 0, so that the curve is I2-holomorphic as well. Such a curve can be described 
rather explicitly. Indeed, (J13)z¯ = (J23)z¯ = 0 implies that ∂z¯u¯3 is orthogonal to both u1 and u2
and hence proportional to u¯3, i.e. ∂z¯u¯3 = α u¯3. Analogously I2-holomorphicity implies ∂zu¯3 =
βu¯3. Compatibility of these equations requires α = ∂φ∂z¯ and β = ∂φ∂z for some function φ(z, ¯z), 
and the solution then takes the form u¯3(z, ¯z) = eφ(z,z¯) u¯(0)3 , where u¯(0)3 is a constant unit vector. 
From the normalization of u3, u3 ◦ u¯3 = 1, it follows that φ is purely imaginary, so that u¯3(z, ¯z)
is a gauge transformation of u¯(0)3 . This means that the curve, which is I1 and I2-holomorphic, 
maps trivially to the third line of the flag, i.e. it is essentially a map to the CP1 parametrized by 
u1, u2 with fixed u3. It will be explained in Section 4.3 below that this CP1 is the fiber of one of 
the forgetful bundles (34).
This discussion has a more basic parallel for the case of instantons/anti-instantons in the 
Kähler metric on F3. In general, for a Kähler target space, the σ -model actions for the two 
opposite complex structures,
S˜(1) = i
∫
dz ∧ dz¯
(
Gij¯ ∂zX
i ∂z¯X¯
j¯
)
(26)
and
S˜(2) = i
∫
dz ∧ dz¯
(
Gij¯ ∂z¯X
i ∂zX¯
j¯
)
, (27)
differ by the integral of the pull-back of the Kähler form:
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∫
X∗(G), (28)
where G = i Gij¯ dXi ∧ dXj¯ is the real Kähler form. Note that S˜(1) ≥ 0 and S˜(2) ≥ 0. For a 
holomorphic curve , S˜(2) = 0, so that non-negativity of S˜(1) requires that ∫

X∗(G) ≥ 0. One 
can check that the Kähler forms G1, G2, G3 for the complex structures I1, I2, I3 are expressed 
in terms of the Fubini–Study forms (p)FS as
G1 = (1)FS −(3)FS
G2 = (3)FS −(2)FS
G3 = (2)FS −(1)FS
The requirement 
∫

X∗(G) ≥ 0 then leads to the following conditions for the I1, I2, I3-holo-
morphic curves:
I1 : n1 ≥ n3, I2 : n3 ≥ n2, I3 : n2 ≥ n1 (29)
These are weaker bounds than (23)–(25), therefore they are automatically satisfied for the points 
in Fig. 1.
4.3. The flag manifold as a twistor space
Now that we have seen that the complex structures on F3 are of utmost importance for the 
σ -models introduced in Section 3, we wish to take yet another perspective at these complex 
structures. The most relevant fact is that the flag manifold is a twistor space of the complex pro-
jective plane CP2 (the CP2 with reversed orientation) [6,7]. It turns out that all of the invariant 
almost complex structures on F3 may be constructed as natural almost complex structures of the 
twistor space.
We will parametrize the complex projective plane CP2 by a unit vector u2 ∈ C3, defined up 
to multiplication by a phase. Given a point in CP2, i.e. a vector u2, pick two unit vectors, u1
and u3, orthogonal to each other and to u2. Then the cotangent space to CP2 at u2 is spanned 
by the 1-forms u1 ◦ du¯2, u3 ◦ du¯2, u¯1 ◦ du2, u¯3 ◦ du2. In order to choose a complex structure in 
T ∗u2CP
2
, we pick two of these one-forms, which we call J1 and J2, and postulate that they are 
holomorphic (the other two therefore being anti-holomorphic). Note, however, that the choice 
has to be compatible with hermiticity of the metric and with the (reversed) orientation of CP2, 
meaning that the value of the square of the corresponding Kähler form on any quadruple of 
vectors should be of opposite sign to the value of the square of the Fubini–Study form. One 
readily sees that the choice J1 := u1 ◦du¯2 and J2 := du2 ◦ u¯3 is admissible. Changing the vectors 
u1, u3, while preserving u2, corresponds to changing the complex structure in T ∗u2CP
2
. Indeed, 
any two pairs (u1, u3) and (u′1, u′3) are connected by a basis rotation(
u′1
u′3
)
=  ◦
(
u1
u3
)
,  ∈ SU(2), (30)
since this is the transformation preserving the orthonormality relations u¯1 ◦u1 = u¯3 ◦u3 = 1, u¯1 ◦
u3 = 0. This transformation has the effect of rotating the one-forms (J1, J2):
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J1
J2
)
→  ◦
(
J1
J2
)
,  ∈ SU(2), (31)
which changes the complex structure unless  ∈ U(1). Therefore the space of such complex 
structures is isomorphic to SU(2)
U(1) = CP1. This is the fiber of the twistor fiber bundle Tw(CP2). 
Note as well that the above transformation leaves the Fubini–Study metric on CP2 unchanged, 
since the latter can be written as
(ds2)CP2 = du2 ◦ du¯2 − |u2 ◦ du¯2|2 = |J1|2 + |J2|2 . (32)
As we have seen, a point in the twistor space is given by a triplet of orthonormal vectors 
u := (u1, u2, u3), defined up to phases, which means that Tw(CP2) F3. The cotangent space at 
this point is T ∗u Tw(CP2) = T ∗u2CP2 ⊕T ∗(u1,u3)CP1. We wish to define a complex structure on this 
space. Since we have already defined the complex structure on T ∗u2CP
2 at a point (u1, u3) in the 
fiber of the twistor fiber bundle, we need only define the complex structure in the fiber directions, 
i.e. on T ∗
(u1,u3)
CP1. The cotangent space to this CP1 is spanned by the 1-forms u1◦du¯3, u3 ◦du¯1. 
We may declare either one of them to be holomorphic, thereby introducing two natural almost 
complex structures on the twistor space. (We note in passing that this procedure generalizes 
directly to twistor spaces of other manifolds.) For the time being let us declare u1 ◦ du¯3 to be the 
holomorphic one. Then we obtain the complex structure on F3, in which the forms u1◦du¯2, du2◦
u¯3, u1 ◦ du¯3 are holomorphic. Clearly, this is the complex structure I1 discussed before. Had we 
chosen the form u3 ◦ du¯1 to be the holomorphic one-form cotangent to the fiber, we would have 
arrived at the non-integrable almost complex structure I˜ . Similarly to the integrable ones, it may 
be defined by the triple of holomorphic one-forms:
I˜ = {J12, J31, J23} (33)
To obtain the complex structures I2 and I3 in a similar fashion, recall that there are three forgetful 
projections
F3
CP1
⏐⏐⏐⏐ π1,π2,π3
CP2
(34)
which unite two of the three lines of the flag into a plane. In other words, we can view the same 
flag manifold as a twistor space for the projective planes parametrized by u1 or u3, not just u2. 
In this case, however, the twistor space structure imposes different complex structures on F3: I2
and I3, respectively. On the other hand, reversing the complex structure in the fiber no longer 
produces any new complex structures and leads us back to the non-integrable almost complex 
structure I˜ or its opposite.
Using the language of twistor bundles, one can reinterpret one of the results of the previous 
section regarding holomorphic curves as follows: a curve is holomorphic with respect to two 
of the complex structures at the same time if and only if it is a map to a fiber of one of the 
bundles (34). Such curves are therefore labeled by points of the base of the bundle, i.e. of the 
CP2 (in the case discussed in the previous section this CP2 is parametrized by the vector u3).
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Here we wish to demonstrate that F3 is nearly Kähler for the metric
ds2 = |J12|2 + |J13|2 + |J23|2, (35)
which we have used in the action (8), and the non-integrable almost complex structure (33). 
By definition, ‘nearly Kähler’ means that the covariant derivative of the complex structure ten-
sor with lowered indices (the Kähler form), i.e. ∇α Iμν , is completely skew-symmetric (for the 
properties of nearly Kähler manifolds see [8]).
The key property of the metric (35) is that it is induced from the bi-invariant metric on SU(3). 
In view of this it will be useful to recall the decomposition su(3) = u(1)2 ⊕ [u(1)2]⊥. Having in 
mind a more general setup when SU(3) is replaced by a different Lie group G, we will use the 
corresponding notation g = h ⊕m.
Restating the nearly Kähler condition in a local basis, we need to prove that Eαa ∇α Ibc is skew-
symmetric in a, b, c (where Eαa is the inverse vielbein). Note that in a local basis the invariant 
almost complex structure Ibc is constant. Apart from that, since the metric is induced from the 
bi-invariant metric on a group, the spin connection ω in a local basis is proportional to the struc-
ture constants, and Eαa (ωα)bc ∝ fabc (here the indices are restricted to the space m). Therefore 
the goal is to show that the combination fabmImc + facmIbm is skew-symmetric in a, b, c. This 
combination can be also rewritten as tr(Ta[Tc, I (Tb)] − Ta[Tb, I (Tc)]). Requiring antisymme-
try with respect to a ↔ b, one obtains the condition tr(Tc[Ta, I (Tb)]) = − tr(Tc[Tb, I (Ta)]) for 
Ta, Tb, Tc ∈m, which implies
[Ta, I (Tb)] − [I (Ta), Tb] ∈ h (36)
It can be restated as follows: for any two generators T and T˜ belonging to different eigenspaces of 
the operator I (i.e. I (T ) = ±iT , I (T˜ ) = ∓iT˜ ) their commutator should belong to h: [T , T˜ ] ∈ h. 
For the case at hand one can check this explicitly, using the definition of the complex struc-
ture (33).
5. Outlook
We have seen that the introduction of a torsion term could lead to the integrability of a 
σ -model with a non-symmetric homogeneous target space. The most important question is to de-
termine the class of target spaces, for which this can happen. As we pointed out, almost complex 
structures on the spaces in question play an important role, therefore it is natural to conjecture 
that integrability is related to the nearly Kähler property of the space. If this is so, one should 
expect to discover integrable properties in the σ -models on the twistor spaces of various sym-
metric spaces [7] (which are themselves homogeneous spaces), as well as on S3 × S3 and S6. 
A discussion of the relevant geometric aspects of six-dimensional homogeneous nearly Kähler 
manifolds (of which F3 is an example) can be found in [9].
A physical drawback of the model (8) is that apparently its quantized version is non-unitary. 
This is so because the Kalb–Ramond term in (8) is real in Euclidean signature, which means that 
it is imaginary in Minkowski signature. Therefore the action is complex in Minkowski signature. 
A similar issue has been encountered in the context of topological σ -models with non-Kähler 
target spaces [10]. On the other hand, classically the action (8) is well-defined and leads to a 
well-posed variational problem. We have described above some of its solutions (the holomorphic 
curves).
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the present paper could be extended. If the model discussed above can be consistently quantized, 
a natural question is whether the quantized version inherits the integrable properties (in certain 
cases, such as in the CPN model, integrability does not survive quantization). One could as well 
inquire if there exists a supersymmetric extension of the model. Some examples of integrable 
string σ -models with torsion were put forward in [11] (the torsion-free ones were classified in 
[12]). It would be interesting to see if the results of these papers could be extended to models 
with non-symmetric target spaces. Finally, it is curious to find out, whether the model (8) and 
its possible generalizations to other target spaces are related to gauged WZNW models of some 
sort [13]. We believe, however, that the model (8) is not conformal after quantization.
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Appendix A. Kähler structures on F3
Here we provide some background information on the Kähler metrics on F3, i.e. we will 
elaborate on the integrable complex structures of F3. Since these are interchanged by the per-
mutations of the lines of the flag, we will pick one particular complex structure, corresponding 
to the choice B12 = B13 = B23 = 1 above, or equivalently to the choice of {J12, J13, J23} as a 
triplet of holomorphic 1-forms.
Above we constructed the most general invariant metric on F3:
ds2 =
∑
i =j
Cij |Jij |2, (A.1)
with positive constants Cij . In the chosen complex structure the metric (A.1) is Hermitian with 
the associated Kähler form
 = C12 J12 ∧ J21 +C13 J13 ∧ J31 +C23 J23 ∧ J32 (A.2)
The metric is Kähler when  is closed, leading to the condition
C12 −C13 +C23 = 0, (A.3)
which can be solved as
C12 = λ1 − λ2, C13 = λ1 − λ3, C23 = λ2 − λ3 (A.4)
for some constants λ1, λ2, λ3. Introducing a diagonal matrix λ = Diag(λ1, λ2, λ3), the Kähler 
form (A.2) takes the shape of the Kirillov symplectic form on the adjoint orbit of SU(3):
 = tr (λ j ∧ j) with j = −g−1dg . (A.5)
We see that the space of Kähler metrics on F3, up to scaling, is one-dimensional. The Einstein 
condition further completely fixes the remaining parameter, so that, up to scaling, C12 = C23 = 1, 
C13 = 2.
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unitary, viewpoint and consider F3 as the quotient F3 = GL(3, C)/B , where B is the Borel 
subgroup of upper triangular matrices. We introduce the nondegenerate matrix
U =
⎛
⎜⎝ v1 w1 z1v2 w2 z2
v3 w3 z3
⎞
⎟⎠ , (A.6)
where v, w, z are three linearly independent vectors in C3 parametrizing the flag.
Denoting by Mabc...|mnp... the minor corresponding to the lines abc . . . and columns mnp . . .
of the matrix U , the Kähler potential can be written as
K= C12 log
(∑
a
|Ma|1|2
)
+C23 log
⎛
⎝∑
a =b
|Mab|12|2
⎞
⎠+
+D log
⎛
⎝ ∑
a =b =c
|Mabc|123|2
⎞
⎠ (A.7)
with arbitrary coefficients C12, C23, D. Under the action of the Borel group all of the minors 
under each logarithm are multiplied by the same function, thereby leading to a change in the 
Kähler potential that is a sum of holomorphic and antiholomorphic functions. The construction 
is generalized in an obvious way to flag manifolds in any dimension. Furthermore, for the case 
at hand, the last term in (A.7) is in fact proportional to log(M123|123) + log(M123|123), so it does 
not contribute to the metric and can be neglected as well.
We arrive at the following Kähler potential:
K= C12 log‖v‖2 +C23 log
(
‖v‖2 ‖w‖2 − |v ◦ w¯|2
)
(A.8)
with arbitrary constants C12 > 0, C23 > 0. This potential is gauge-invariant with respect to the 
action of the Borel group on (A.6) and, therefore, one may pick a particular gauge to remove the 
redundancy. One option is to pick a holomorphic gauge (similar to passing to inhomogeneous 
coordinates in a projective space), however to make contact with the metric written in the form 
(A.1) one should pass to unitary gauge. This amounts to assuming that the vectors v := u1, w :=
u2, z := u3 of (A.6) are orthonormal: ui ◦ u¯j = δij . In this case the metric arising from the Kähler 
potential (A.8) can be written as
ds2 = C12 |j12|2 +C23 |j23|2 + (C12 +C23) |j13|2 (A.9)
As discussed in the paper, the metric is Einstein only when C12 = C23.
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